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contributor they've received. His proposal would force candidates to disclose the total money each campaign committee and individual has given them, and specify the exact amount and source of each contribution. Though the initiative is in its early stages, at least one politician agrees. "There is a real need for a candidate's complete financial
disclosure," said U.S. Rep. Rob Woodall, R-Ga., who intends to make a presidential bid in 2008. "There's no question about that." Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, an independent, is one of the few presidential candidates who've signed on to the American Presidential Candidates Initiative, the organization that is sponsoring the legislation. "This measure
not only requires disclosure, but will make our campaign finance system transparent to the American public," Sanders said in a statement. "Candidates will have to report their contributions and expenditures, as well as those of the super PAC's they hire." But the measure isn't without its critics. Adam Smith, a lawyer for the Center for Competitive
Politics, argues that while many of the initiative's provisions are "clearly constitutional," others are not. "But in spite of that, there's still room for the court to find it unconstitutional," he said. "All we have to do is add it to the pile of bad laws we already have." And that's what he's got a problem with. While he concedes that there is "a good argument
to be made" that the disclosure of campaign contributions is "important for the public," Smith argues that the government can't force candidates to disclose their donors. "The First Amendment protects political speech," he said. "It protects people from compelled disclosure of private political contributions." But Rahe isn't convinced. "Aiding and
abetting the corruption of democracy is a crime, and
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you still have trouble signing in, you probably need a new confirmation link email.' %} Chrisley family makes weight loss TV debut on Oxygen The Chrisley family made its TV debut on Oxygen, telling their personal weight loss journey. In March, the network announced the introduction of the Chrisley family as their newest reality series, Chrisley
Knows Best. The show will feature the first family members since Chris and Ashley Chrisley’s wedding, Chris and wife Sarah and sons Camden, 12, and Cooper, 8. During their introduction, the family discussed their weight loss journey in an episode of “Chrisley Knows Best,” the first of three episodes premiering this week. Throughout the years of
their weight loss journey, the family has included a mom, dad and their three children in a series of photos. In the show, the family will speak candidly about the changes in their lives and give fans an inside look into their lives. In the first episode, released Thursday, the family spoke about how they changed their approach to life to eat healthier. The
family also talked about their summer vacation and how they have fallen back into their old lifestyle. “We went to a place where we hadn’t gone in a long time,” Sarah Chrisley said. “We did some really fun things.” The 2d92ce491b
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